DESIGN OBJECTIVES

LEGEND
Open Grassed Area

Vision for this innovative playspace upgrade:

Retain and protect existing trees

· To create opportunities for play for all children to
participate in a welcoming setting;

Native garden plantings

· Theming of playspace and elements based on Plateau
Park's radio astronomy heritage including solar system
and deep space exploration;
· Provide combination of custom and off-the-shelf play
elements offering fun, challenging and educational play
experiences;
· Modified playspace footprint to improve integration in
park and connections to park facilities.

Mulch surfacing
Open Grassed Area

Pedestrian concrete pathway and
paved areas
Rubber Surfacing
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Coloured Masonry Walling
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Grevillea Street Car Park

PLAY ELEMENTS

Sandstone log seat walls/retaining
edges

1. CENTRAL PLAY UNIT

Black Metal Fencing

Central play piece and coloured rubber softfall surfacing
with 3D-shaped sun, planets and white asteroid belt
highlighting path through playspace.

Timber Seating
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2. ADDITIONAL PLAY UNIT
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Design to be developed following consultation.

Coloured Metal Gate Entries
Proposed 1.2m high coloured metal entry gates (2),
masonry feature wall and black metal fencing to perimeter
of playspace
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3. LEARNING SPACE

Pedestrian Pathway
Proposed concrete pedestrian pathways and paved
surround to playspace
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Proposed blackboard/play panels fixed to internal sides of
masonry walling. Also opportunity to collaborate with local
school on tile artwork project.

4. COZY COCOON
Proposed inclusive spinning capsule.
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5. SWINGING
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2-bay swing set with inclusive dish seat, toddler and strap
seats.

Custom Play Items
A number of additional play pieces to be determined
during community consultation

6. SHOOTING STARS
Proposed star-shaped terrazo stepping stones set in mulch
under existing trees.
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7. COMMEMORATIVE SHELTER

Shade Sails
Proposed shade sails over playspace for sun protection

Bespoke shelter celebrating the distinct history of this site.
Additional landscape features such as a picnic setting and
seating area will be integrated into the pavement.

Existing Pathway
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